Harold Stassen Asks For Aids To Poor Areas
Stresses Propaganda And Leaflet Dropping Behind "Iron Curtain" appearing as a late substitute for as President of the United States speak at the final assembly of the convention, late Friday evening. Harold E. Stassen presented the fourth annual joint program of the ... of the world's underdeveloped areas.

The President of the University of Pennsylvania declared that there were three philosophical views in the world today, one characteristic of the Western action, one the total-... and the third the mystical Eastern societies which do not place great emphasis on matters of the flesh.

"I certainly do not expect significant gains in any matter which may excite my interest. The second is the great emotion to me from the student body from Mr. Churchill of the golden key. It is always be the means of giving me the feeling and the fact that I have to American hearts.

"If that should be so and if I may feel that in our own small island across the ocean we have reached conclusions which are in broad harmony with those of the third world. I may indeed... be a great leap forward.

For my part, I have the strong... would enable me for the rest of my life to... in a totally different light the view of the world which Churchill expressed. Indeed, that we may continue to march shoulder to shoulder along the path of truth, of justice, and of charity.

A Message From Pres. Killian...
One of the striking and fitting aspects of the great academic festival last week was the number of students who took time out of their vacation to attend and to participate. As your President, I wish to thank all of you for your warm and generous greeting and good wishes.

Throughout my career at the Institute I have found stimulation and pleasure in my relationships with students, and I hope that as president I may have more and not less opportunity to know you individually and to work closely with you in our joint undertaking to make M.I.T. a superbly effective educational enterprise. By some standards we are a large institution, but we must never feel that we are too large to be a friendly community, where the group works for the individual and the individual for the group.

As I have observed succeeding generations of students, my conviction has grown that the M.I.T. student body represents a scale and fine a group of young people as can be found in any American college. This is the measure of our strength and one of the chief reasons why I feel it to be a privilege and a challenge to be president of M.I.T.

Yours cordially, James R. Killian, Jr.